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BILL OF FARE 1
Giblet soup, thick, with ginger, polonies and waistcoat $ 14.00
Nutty gizzards in draws his truncheon $ 29.30
Stuffed roast heart spying around as usual on the slip always $ 33.50
Liverslices fried with crustcrumbs and spider veil $ 28.00
Grilled mutton kidneys whit a king and a prince at last in death $ 35.00
Saint Anne’s French bean, on sea, with the wife of William T
Redmayne of a son $ 17.60
Fried cockscomb, alias the Bantry jobber $ 29.50
Fried hencods’ roes with tail on high, olives and the hindbar in
tuckstitched shirtsleeves $ 39.80
Slices of bread and butter, hot crisp crowns $ 9.00
Waterfall “Madam, I’m Adam” (in large glass), we grew by
Poulaphouca, with fennel and able was I’m here an’ I saw cried $ 9.75
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BILL OF FARE 2
New rice with dog meat and cherry stone where shd/ have been
ball, saffron and lie by night with the goddess $ 17.35
Boar with thistle-down, cedar and juniper, pepper & zinziber, Offa’s
gold, then a hiatus, then voice in the chapter $ 36.00
Quarry dead, weapons are useless, solid beef and other things in
proportion $ 49.80
Roast pork and millet, the tigers now move to mating, with good
coin also vessels (pork of this country excellent and delicious also
bacon) $ 41.60
Lark pâté with the egg broke in Cabranez’ pocket (“Some cook,
some do not cook”): 9 per cent in, and 9 out $ 26.00
Eel with tenthrils trailing, thyme and basilicum, in sight of two red
cans labelled “FIRE” $ 27.90
Banana cage with a mass of preraphaelite reliques $ 22.00
Gervais behoven have put milk in his cheese (acting indifferent)
$ 19.00
Wine, liking its quality, with my wife who drinks from her father’s
skull $ 9.90
Bear and skittles $ 4.50
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Ice in your ice-house: ice thickens, earth cracks $ 3.00
Eat bread, me lad $ 5.55
ON PAPER 8

BILL OF FARE 3
Soup white floating tofu $ 8.00
Sweet red beans and salt yellow pickles $ 13.50
Cow or goat or horse or man $ 39.90
The snared rabbit’s ear to the snare, with squash maiden and corn
girl and sliced vinegared cucumber and udo $ 29.00
Old sow in the mud with the cow passed through the window with
buckets of water and lotus root $ 55.50
A tall red bowl with a bowl-like lid full of white steamed rice $ 13.60
Bearing butter, black bean and wet slate bread $ 8.20
Packed a lunch $ 21.40
ON PAPER 9
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BILL OF FARE 4
An egg? By the brothers Boot it stinks fresh $ 6.00
A little green fry or a mushroomy one? $ 9.60
The great mushy toadstool, green-black or the night fungus $ 7.00
Two lashed ovaries with ham? $ 13.60
There were red eggs there $ 11.80
Chicken and ham $ 18.80
Feet in marmalade $ 17.40
Broaches her rat, white as snow $ 21.90
Dragging his hunger through the sky, so we drink Him and eat Him,
the sherbet $ 9.00
ON PAPER 10

BILL OF FARE 5
A glass of chocolate milk with head of lettuce with pills with lith at
curry with Mother’s Tea with Adam’s ale with two french donuts
with broken blossom in my cup with fidget with the spoon with veal
(your favorite) with juice of the sun with sticky candy fingers with
sour milk with wisps of straw with boyhood’s dim fish ride up under
the ice (on the rocks) with sauerkraut with pepsi with the New York
Times $ 132.00
A glass of chocolate milk without head of lettuce with pills without
lith at curry without Mother’s Tea without Adam’s ale without two
french donuts without broken blossom in my cup without fidget

with the spoon without veal (your favorite) without juice of the sun
without sticky candy fingers without sour milk without wisps of
straw without boyhood’s dim fish ride up under the ice (off the
rocks) without sauerkraut without pepsi without the New York
Times $ 372.50
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Exeo in a spasm tired of my darling’s red sputum from the
Portobello Nursing Home itssecret things andtoil to the crest 47
Exeo in a spasm tired of my darling’s red sputum from the
Portobello Nursing Home itssecret things andtoil to the crest of 49
Exeo in a spasm tired of my darling’s red sputum from the
Portobello Nursing Home itssecret things andtoil to the crest of the
51
Exeo in a spasm tired of my darling’s red sputum from the
Portobello Nursing Home itssecret things andtoil to the crest of the
surge 53
Exeo in a spasm tired of my darling’s red sputum from the
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surge of 55
Exeo in a spasm tired of my darling’s red sputum from the
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surge ofthe 57
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Portobello Nursing Home itssecret things andtoil to the crest of the
surge ofthe steep 59
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Portobello Nursing Home itssecret things andtoil to the crest of the
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Portobello Nursing Home itssecret things andtoil to the crest of the
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surge ofthe steep perilous bridge and 65
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Portobello Nursing Home itssecret things andtoil to the crest of the
surge ofthe steep perilous bridge and lapse 67
Exeo in a spasm tired of my darling’s red sputum from the
Portobello Nursing Home itssecret things andtoil to the crest of the
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surge ofthe steep perilous bridge and lapse down blankly 71
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99
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into ablack west throttled with 113
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BOTTLE’S LABEL
ON PAPER 16

BOTTLE’S LABEL 1
DRINKABLE GOD
(carbondated drink)
Water astonishing and difficult altogether
on your porch how about
getting drunk with us?
(in your little girl mouth)
I need a drink a little bit of a tumbler,
no a careless water, but liquid for throat, ighe glasses,
a new cup and sauce and juice all down your hair.
Add up with dragon blood and swindleresque ink, ox dung which
sleeps in the mowe, rat dung till pneumonia, fountain’s lard, horse
testicles cool, earthworm scorpion heart, quicksilver which harbour
poison…, cockscomb with viper egg yolk, rice meets someone over
water; drink camomile, soap, humanurine-saliva-spit, dead teeth
quietly chalk a strange tall bottle.
12 flag outsize
ON PAPER 17

BOTTLE’S LABEL 2
WATER AT HEART
(the natural selection drink)
Looking for drink of old-time H2O,
made up of molecules; drink and smash
the sweet bottles, still wet,
all the way down to the first wave.
Bottled at Cedar Bar, New York, 1948. The volume of water is with
our hearts who call from the ocean door. Tears are an oasis.
12 flat oyez
ON PAPER 18

BOTTLE’S LABEL 3
NOTHING ELEGANT’S BOTTLE
It is better that a little thing that has mellow real mellow,
(of course you lese your appetite),
but no chain my tongue with their yellow.
Bleeds milk, cold clear soup
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or see,
or see, or see, horses,
or see the horsefly pass.
Drink when the leaves fall upwards to the bottles.
12 fleet out zoom
ON PAPER 19
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BOTTLE’S LABEL 4
6,810,000 DRAUGHTS
Warm shower of light
passing thru their leaves
(the right drink in the wrong place);
someone who I’m is no one,
his tongue stuck out with a dragon’s drought,
his sailes that allude at nought,
his thirst is softer than the dew
(a tiny thirst as small and white
as a single alcohol flower).
The next time you drink a draught think about what you’re doing
and the Niagara falls. There was a time plenty of time for drink (all
history is proof), but again under my thirst have planted a quick
growing thirsty. In your mouth a river fluttered (fonde to imagine
your next hangover).
12 flood ouzo
ON PAPER 20

BOTTLE’S LABEL 5
DRIPS AND DRIPS DOWN
(with a 24 hour per cent check)
Ammonia-bay-wax-myrrh-rosemary-opium-aniseed-vinegar-butterhoney-lemon-turnip-cinnamon-nutmeg-alchermes-strawberry-coralredrosesbud from your little girl mouth.
In answer he injected me with all the characteristics of my gender:
the railroad echo of a drunk train, my spit in the lock and the knob
that turns, the age of the killers and I drink to kill the fear of
boredom, the Park Lane liquor store who across my floor, the water
beaten by liqueur. The wine came down upon my glass, the drink
looks gigantically down.
Cut the hole space into twenty-four spaces and then and heleven

and twhelve and thirtheen and fourtheen and fiftheen and sixtheen
and seventheen and eightheen and ninetheen and twhenty and
twhenty-one and twhenty-two and twhenty-three and twhenty-four
is there a drips and drips down.
12 fly odz
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NEWSPAPER ADVERTISEMENT
ON PAPER 21

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISEMENT 1
Looking for a jewish WF 24, who hates carrots and has never
been at Venice, with a scar on the left hand and a buterfly tattoo
on the left side of the back and decayed teeth between 7th-8th in
the right superior part, whose brother is affected by sinusite,
for portrait.
 9230/3813
ON PAPER 22

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISEMENT 2
GWF 53 (I swear to God I’m a madwoman) seeks a lady sitting next
to me that cried all through the goddam picture, at Sunny Cinema
(Village), GWF 48+, the brother that’s a drunkhard. I was
wondering if you were busy today, I mean about going away
somewhere, to Massachusetts and Vermont and all.
 9240/4533
ON PAPER 23
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NEWSPAPER ADVERTISEMENT 3
Amsterdam, GWM, 38, 5’5”, 128, boy with beautiful eyes (I have my
kin and I just don’t dig chicks), sks on the slopes of the Sierra Madre
de Chihuahua, under the shadow of the railroad station clock, a sad
prophet with a blue denim jacket and five nose running brats in love
with Bat Canion.
 9260/3885
ON PAPER 24

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISEMENT 4
Attrac 20yr old Bi black fem with heavily rouged wearing false
eyelashes looking for a Bi or BiCurious Lady doesn’t like
pantyhose; I think you the slim tall ear-ringed bedroom damsel
dressed in a long gown. I have toenail clippers and Windex glass
cleaner, my mother had false teeth. The walls of my bedhroom
are blue.
 9250/3962
ON PAPER 25

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISEMENT 5
SWM 35, 220lbs solid, 5’11”, brn hair & eyes, I wanted to go away
to college but rich aunt Rosie wouldn’t help me (I was only eight

years old). Wishes to meet S or DF 25-40 with Spanish cloak and
overshoes of felt for going peacefully home, carrying our jug, a little
drunks (ask me not to record your wonders).
 9230/4645
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TAROC
ON PAPER 26

TAROC 1
Young lady, whit a real Mock Turtle on palm of right hand, stroke a
dog which growls when it’s angry, and wags its tail when it’s pleased
(to begin with a not wood dog). The cook with a trumpet in one
hand, and a scroll of parchment in the other, and a large cat, which
was lying on the hearth and grinning from ear to ear. The little
magic bottle, the birds with draggled feathers, hearthrug, a new pair
of boots every Christmas.
ON PAPER 27

TAROC 2
The steeple of Strasburg is the biggest and the tallest church-steeple
to be seen in the whole world (except for my little barber where he
was whetting his razor). Hobby-horse. Make use of his nose a
second time. Fish-pond. ’Twas by a poor ass, who had just turned in
with a couple of large panniers upon his back, to collect
eleemosynary turnip-tops and cabbage-leaves.
ON PAPER 28
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TAROC 3
White Christ knows black condors fleen, the force that strikes its
strings strikes the funeral and the sperm upon the choicest of
Church seats. On that hot riverbank the surface of the round
world: drunks in doorways, moons on trees, ants in holes,
bloodblack rosaries.
ON PAPER 29

TAROC 4
Puckered tip of left breast, left hand clinging to right shoulder ball,
loose fist on ground till fingers tighten as though to squeeze. That
black eye still yawning, punctured rubber ball; no fly here, a speck of
dirt. First face alone, lovely beyond words, back of head against face
when eyes on cunt. Sheets of black paper.
ON PAPER 30

TAROC 5
There’s blood upon thy face and for this behind the arras whips out
his rapier. A pick-axe, and a spade, a spade, for and a shrouding
sheet and for this a parchment made of sheep-skins what bring forth
men-children only and for this shall be a fume, and the receipt of

reason a limbeck only. Heaven will direct it and for this the bell then
beating one. The bell in heaven: and for this at his head a grassgreen turf, at his heels a stone.
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OFF
TOILET PAPER
OFF PAPER 1

TOILET PAPER 1
lose the appearance of the lean
ever develop an eating disorder, but sure enough I
of high school and was unable to practice the sports I played
(gymnastics, soccer and swimming). My
I am 19 years old and I ne
racle pills” (as I thought). I would binge eat and then take multiple
laxative pills to “flush out my system” so I wouldn’t gain weight.
OFF PAPER 2
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TOILET PAPER 2
keep me regular until eventually the drink stopped working all
together. To make a long story short, from that
was losing weight every time I went to the bathroom. I was afraid
that if I ever became irregular again and failed to have a bowel
movement, I would gain weight. M
quences. I have always been athletic and very active so my weight
was never a problem. This changed when I was sent away to
boarding school my junior year
(zoot suit in bathroom)
constipation the nurses gave me laxatives and I would take them as I
needed. Well I soon was drinking the orange flavored laxative
OFF PAPER 3

TOILET PAPER 3
xative and repeat the dance. During all of this, my mind somehow
tricked itself into thinking I
and toned body I once possessed. For awhile it didn’t seem to
y laxative abuse graduated to where I started takin
did and am now suffering the conse
OFF PAPER 4

TOILET PAPER 4
g a stimulant laxative, which was very effective. I was now able to go
to the bathroom every day and each time I went, I felt as if I
up on a new la
new laxative “mi

just shed a few pounds. Well, when I left boarding school and came
metabolism slowed down and I began to gain weight and
Then I would start
OFF PAPER 5

TOILET PAPER 5
ver thought I would or could
bother me until the entire thing blew out of proportion and took
control of my life. It all started while I was at boarding school and I
was having trouble going to the bathroom. At the first sign of
point on I started taking different types of laxatives and kept upping
the dose until the point were the particular type of laxative I was
taking at the moment
home I took advantage of my
fiber drink twice a day to
stopped working.
while I was at boarding school and I was having trouble going to the
bathroom. At the first sign of
point on I started taking different types of laxatives and kept upping
the dose until the point were the particular type of laxative I was
taking at the moment
home I took advantage of my
fiber drink twice a day to
stopped working.
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ERRATA LIST
OFF PAPER 6

ERRATA LIST 1
BIBLIOGRAPHY 1 book 10 “l’ard” becomes “l’art”
BIBLIOGRAPHY 1 book 11 “exaltation” becomes “esaltatiON”
BIBLIOGRAPHY 1 book 11 “impersonalité”
becomes “impersONalité”
BIBLIOGRAPHY 3 book 6 “lime” becomes “time”
BIBLIOGRAPHY 3 book 8 “worm” becomes “warm”
OFF PAPER 7

ERRATA LIST 2
BIBLIOGRAPHY 4 book 8 “greek” becomes “green”
BIBLIOGRAPHY 5 book 6 “mistaken” becomes “mistake”
BILL OF FARE 2 bill 10 “bear” becomes “beer”
BILL OF FARE 2 bill 10 “skittles” becomes “kittens”
BILL OF FARE 5 bill 1 (& 2) “ale” becomes “pale” (from 00:00 AM
to 12:00 AM) “ale” becomes “all” ............. (from 12:00 AM to 12:00 PM)
[i.e. “pall” at 12:00 AM]
OFF PAPER 8
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ERRATA LIST 3
CONTENTS 2 chapter I “gut” becomes “guts”
CONTENTS 2 chapter VI “gas” becomes “gash”
CONTENTS 4 page 3 “Exeo” becomes “Exeo in a spasm tired of
my darling’s red sputum from the ............. Portobello Nursing Home
its secret things and toil to the crest of the surge of the steep .............
perilous bridge and lapse down blankly under the scream of the
hoarding round the bright stiff banner of the hoarding into a black
west throttled with clouds”
BOTTLE’S LABEL 1 “cockscomb” becomes “cockburn”
BOTTLE’S LABEL 2 “heart” becomes “hearth”
OFF PAPER 9

ERRATA LIST 4
BOTTLE’S LABEL 3 “or” becomes “horn”
BOTTLE’S LABEL 5 “DOWN” becomes “DOWSE”
BOTTLE’S LABEL 5 last line “odz” becomes “odd”
NEWSPAPER ADVERTISMENT 4 last line “bedhroom”
becomes “bathroom”

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISMENT 5 “eight” becomes “eighty”
OFF PAPER 10

ERRATA LIST 5
TAROC 4 “black” (or “back”) becomes “back” (or “black”)
TOILET PAPER 2 “(zoot suit in bathroom)”
becomes “(
)”
ERRATA LIST 4 line 1 “horn” becomes “or”
ERRATA LIST 4 line 2 “DOWSE” becomes “doze”
ERRATA LIST 5 line 5 “becomes” becomes “beacons”
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